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depths of his mind there emerged the half-amused percep-
tion of a feminine softness and tolerance which masculine
judgment must correct. She did not know how precious
she was ; and that it must not be made too easy for the
common world to approach her. All that was picturesque
and important, of course, in the lower classes; labour
men, Socialists and the like, Bufc not vulgar half-baked
fellows, who meant nothing politically, and must yet be
treated like gentlemen. Ah! There were the Bough-
sedges,—the Captain not gone yet?—Sir James, and Mrs.
Golwood:—nice little creature, that companion,—they
would find some use for her in the future. And on the
lower terrace, Alicia Drake, and—that girl ? He laughed,
amusing himself with the thought of Alicia's plight.
Alicia, the arrogant, the fastidious! The odd thing was
that she seemed to be absorbed in the conversation that
was going on. He saw her pause at the end of the
terrace, look round her, and deliberately lead the way
down a long grass path, away from the rest of the party.
Was the cousin good company, after all?
Diana returned. A broad black hat, and sables which
had been her father's last gift to her, provided the slight
change in surroundings which pleases the eye and sense
of a lover* And as a man brought up in wealth, and him-
self potentially rich, he found it secretly agreeable that
costly things became her. There should be no lack of
them in the future.
They stepped out upon the terrace. At sight of them
the Eoughsedges approached; while Mr. Fred Birch
lagged behind to inspect the sundial. After a few words*
conversation, Marsham turned resolutely away.
1 Miss Mallory wants to show me a new gardener/
The old doctor smiled at his wife. Hugh Eoughsedge
watched the deputing figures. Excellently matched, he
must needs admit, in aspect and in height* Was it

